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Description

I'm not sure if this has been asked before or not but I think a PS3 shutdown within Showtime would be great.

At the moment I have to close Showtime then go to the shutdown option on the PS3. To me it takes too long 
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Thanks.

p.s. I've noticed that 'Multiman' has the options like 'Shutdown PS3' or 'quit multiman to xmb' etc.

Associated revisions
Revision 63e6586a - 09/20/2012 09:46 PM - Andreas Smas

Add Exit and Standby as items in the page popup menu

Fixes #1042
Fixes #1184

History
#1 - 06/28/2012 10:36 AM - D Z

just press and hold the PS button of the controller. then you can shutdown the ps3.

#2 - 06/28/2012 09:55 PM - Girish Patel

Fantastic!!
Thank you very much /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/smile.png

#3 - 07/09/2012 02:21 AM - Jerome Morrow

Yes, with PS button it can be done... but with several steps.

May be a "Shutdown Icon" (just next to the "Exit Showtime") will be a excellent and faster way to do it.

#4 - 07/09/2012 09:30 PM - Girish Patel

Jerome Morrow wrote:
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Yes, with PS button it can be done... but with several steps.

With the PS button it's only 2 steps. 'Turn off the system' then 'yes' or 'no' to shutdown.

#5 - 07/19/2012 12:30 AM - Jamie Ben

Perhaps an option to automatically shutdown the PS3 after the end of current playing video, or a Shutdown sleep timer.

#6 - 09/03/2012 07:49 AM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 41 to 4.2

#7 - 09/20/2012 09:49 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:63e6586a40f79315ea2643b275fe7a4adb3fa9e6.

#8 - 09/09/2013 11:23 AM - Jakub Kli

When controlling PS3 (and Shotwime) only with TV remote (through HDMI-CEC) there is no access to the popup menu (no triangle button equivalent
on remote).

Would it be possible to add Standby option to General settings menu - the same spot where Exit and Automatically standby options are?

#9 - 09/09/2013 11:43 AM - Andreas Smas

Jakub Kli wrote:

When controlling PS3 (and Shotwime) only with TV remote (through HDMI-CEC) there is no access to the popup menu (no triangle button
equivalent on remote).

Would it be possible to add Standby option to General settings menu - the same spot where Exit and Automatically standby options are?

Yeah I know. I hate myself almost every day because that's lacking :-)

But please, avoid piggybacking new feature requests on an old closed bugs.
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